Year 3 Curriculum Map: Autumn 2
ENGLISH
The Iron Man by Ted Hughes





Using pargraphs to structure our writing
Punctuating direct speech using
inverted commas
Participate in discussions about a text
and make predictions.
Use and identify subordinate clauses
within a sentence.

MATHS
Number and Plave Value






Add and subtract numbers with up to three
digits using formal column method
Add and subtract numbers mentally
including three digits, ones, tens and
hundreds.
Find and organise numbers into equal
groups.
Recall use use multiplication facts from the
3, 4 and 8 times tables.
Solve problems involving multiplication.

SCIENCE
Light







HISTORY
Prehistoric Britain – Stone Age and Iron Age



Explore and explain artefacts from prehistoric times.
Explain how people lived and identify
how life has changed.

How are Humans using
the worlds’ resources?
We will be exploring the changes in how
Humans use resources and the affect that this
has on the world that we live in.

COMPUTING
Word Processing




Learning to launch an application
Learning to type fluently on a keyboard
and edit text.
Typign symbols and saving files





ART/DT

Describing classroom objects
Saying your age
Giving classroom instructions

Shelter Building
 Exploring the properties of different
materials
 Identifying the best uses for different
materials
 Designing and evaluating different
shelters

RE

PSHCE

PE
Dance and Invasion Games
 Respond to a stimuli to create and
change movements
 Work co-operatively with parterns and in
small groups
 Develop communication skills within a
game

Primary Robins Music Lessons
 Use our voices with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression
 Appreciate and understand a wide
range of music drawn from different
traditions

FRENCH
En classe

Celebrating Differences





Understanding the importance of family
and how differences and conflicts can
happen within them
Know what to do if someone is being
bullied
Identify what bullying is

Identify different light sources
Identify that light is reflected from
surfaces
Recognise that we need light to see
Identify how light can be dangerous for
our eyes
Recognise how shadows are formed by
light
Find patterns in how shadows change
MUSIC
size.

Why are presents given at Christmas?




Learn about the story of baby Jesus
Discuss why Christians may give gifts at
Christmas
Discuss and share experiences

Key Vocabulary
Maths

English

Science

Topic

Multiply

Conjunction

Light

Artefact

Equal

Coordinate

Reflect

Paleolithic

Groups of

Subordinate

Source

Neolithic

Difference

Clause

Shadow

Shelter

Multiples

Speech

Mirror

Hunters

Product

Prepostion

Sun

Gatherers

Divide

Adverbial

Protect

Agriculture

